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Calf muscles can be torn, drawn or experienced cramps due to extreme stretching or overused. Sudden acceleration or changes in direction can often be the culpit. Calf pain problems Calf injuries are far more common in men than in women, especially among middle-aged athletes (and can include calf swelling and tightness and inner
calf pain) They mostly occur acute, or all at once because of the powerful and sudden acceleration. Unfortunately, once one has had a calf tear, that individual is more likely to have another in the future. Calf injury symptoms The resulting pain and tightness can be painful, sometimes severe. Often an audible doll is heard and the individual
reports feel as shot in the leg or hit with a stick. More often than not the pain radiates at the feet and the knee where the muscles start and end. Calf swelling is common, but should be taken very seriously if severe. How KT Tape can help calf injury Everyone will recover from calf injured at another rate, but using KT Tape can help
alleviate calf pain *. Rest, ice and compression will also be valuable treatments. Serious conditions such as DVT (deep vein thrombosis – blood clot), or compartment syndrome, can be the cause of pain. If there is any doubt, please seek professional medical care. Be very careful with NSAIDs as they have more internal bleeding and a
great risk for DVT movement can cause due to their blood thinning effects. Video Guide: Type Calfs Video Guide: Typing Calves with KT Pro Wide * Not clinically proven for all injuries. From cup and cryptocurrent therapy to acupuncture and hyperbaric oxygen therapy, athletes have long turned to outside-the-box methods to help and
speed up muscles and joint pain. But giving your body the TLC it doesn't deserve as complicated-or clean from your wallet. Tap: kinesiology tape, or KT Tape. Worn by Kerri Walsh Jennings, Molly Huddle, and other medal-earned Olympians, KT Tape is one of the most popular brands of kinesiology tape, was first developed in the 1970s
by Dr. Kenzo Kase. These ultra-flexible, stretchable strips of sports tape are discreetly applied in an area of the body that is injured by impact or overuse. In these cases, lymphphatic fluid builds up in the area, causing inflammation, putting pressure on muscle and fascia (aka connective tissue), eventually resulting in discomfort or pain in
the stricken area. When kinesiology tape is applied properly, the garment strip can help lift the skin and decompress low fascia, allowing for the lymphical liquid to move freely and reduce that painful pressure (although KT Tape notes it is not clinical for all injuries). What's more, KT Tape can help prevent muscle from over-expanding or
overcontracting, potentially reducing the chances of muscle span. And yes, KT Tape serves a completely different purpose than the white athletic tape you can find at the drug store. Since this athletic tape athletic tape And rigid, it works to compress and limit movement around specific joints (think: keep a scattered ankle yet and in its
proper place). KT Tape, on the other hand, contains elastic cotton fiber that supports working joints and muscles without limiting the range of movement, which helps blood flow to the injured area—an important step in the recovery process, biomechanics expert Ted Forcum, DC, C.S.C.S.S., previously said. The key to kinesiology tape
works as it should? Proper application. Slapping some tape on your body willy-nilly won't do your sore muscles or joint pain any favors. At the very least, poor application can cause KT Tape to loosen and pull on the skin-ouch. More significantly, the tape cannot lift the skin or reduce the pressure on underlying fascia in the intended area,
basically delivering it ineffective, according to a systematic review published in the New Zealand Journal of Physiotherapy. Instead, follow these step-by-step instructions that will teach you how to apply KT Tape (and kinesiology tapes in general) for some of the most common ailments. Important KT Tape instructions: No matter where you
apply KT tape, make sure you apply tape at least one hour before you start any activity to hear it properly. Also, clean any dirt, oils, and milk from your skin with rubbing alcohol so the strip best meets the skin and sticks to it longer. You will need: 2 full strips, 1-2 half strips 1. Half Strip 1 (Pink): Sitting with knee bent at a 90-degree angle.
Tear the support paper of the strip in the middle. Scroll the background to each side, leave 2 inches of support on each side of the strip. Keep the strip horizontally with one hand on each side. With a moderate rack, apply the middle of the strip directly under knee compet. Remove the support completely and adjust the last 2 inches on
each side with no stretch on the sides of the knee. 2. If necessary, repeat by half strip 2, positioning the strip halfway slapped on the first half strip. 3. Full strip 1 (Blue): Tear and remove the support paper 2 inches from one side to create a starter. Place the anchor on the inside of quad, a few inches above knee, directing strip towards
knee hood. With no stretch, adjust the strip to the top of the knee. At the top of the knee, curve and adjust the strip around and under the knee cap on the outer side of the lower leg with a moderate stretch. Serve the last 2 inches with no stretch. 4. Full Strip 2 (Press): Tear and remove the support paper 2 inches from one side to create a
starter. Place the anchor on the outside of the quad, a few inches above the knee, directing strip to the knee. With no stretch, apply strip to the top of the knee. At the top of the knee, curve and adjust the strip around and under knee cap at the inside of the lower leg with a moderate piece. Serve the last 2 inches with no stretch. 5. Rub all
to activate adhesion. You will need: 2 full strips of strips one person to help you apply) 1. Full Strip 1 (Press): Tear and remove the support paper 2 inches from one side to create a startup anchor. Place the anchor about 4 inches under shoulder joint on the outside of the arm, direct the strip on the arm. (Place it so that the other side must
reach the top of the shoulder.) Reach injured arm over the chest to stretch the back of the shoulder slightly. While slowly removing the support paper, lead and adjust the strip on the back of the shoulder with a light rack. Continue all the way to the top of the shoulder. Serve the last 2 inches with no stretch. Rub the strip to activate
adhesion. 2. Full strip 2 (Blue): Tear and remove support paper 2 inches from one side to create a startup anchor. Place the anchor of Full Strip 2 on the inside of the arm directly along the starting point of Full Strip 1. Reach arm slightly back with palm forward. While slowly removing the support paper, guide and adjust the tape on the
front of the shoulder with a light rack. Serve the last 2 inches with no stretch. Do not overlap with Strip 1. 3. Rub the strip to activate adhesion. (Related: 10 Reasons your neck and shoulders hurt while running) You will need: 3 full strips 1. Rest heel on a flat surface and bend ankle in an upward direction. 2. Full strip 1 (Pink): Tear and
remove support paper 2 inches from one side to create a starter. Apply the anchor with no stretch on the outside of the ankle, before the ankle leg. Keep the anchor in place with one hand. With the other hand, pull the strip under the heel and on the inside of the ankle with a moderate piece. Serve the last 2 inches with no stretch above
the inner single leg. Rub the strip to activate adhesion. 3. Full Strip 2 (Press): Tear and remove the support paper 2 inches from one side to create a starter. Apply the anchor with no stretch to the inside single leg. Keep the anchor in place with one hand. On the other hand, pull the strip under the heel and to the outside of the ankle with a
moderate piece. Apply the last 2 inches with no stretch above the outer single leg. Rub the strip to activate adhesion. 4. Full strip 3 (Blue): Tear and remove the support paper 2 inches from one side to create a starter. Apply the anchor with no stretch on the outside of the heel along Full Strip 2, which directs the strip to the back of the
heel. With a moderate rack, turn the strip around the back of the heel to the inside of the heel. Once on the inside of the heel, turn the strip back under the heel, over the bottom of the foot, and on the outside of the heel (the side where this strip is anchored –it must form some kind of tear-drop). Serve the last 2 inches with no stretch above
the outer single leg and behind Full Strip 2. Rub the strip to activate adhesion. You will need: 1 full strip, 2 half strips 1. Sit on the floor with knee bent and foot rests flat on the floor in front of you. 2. Strip 1 (Blue): Tear Tear Tear remove the support paper 2 inches from one side to create a starter anchor. Apply the anchor with no stretch
under ankle at the base of shine, directly aligned with the point of pain. Use one hand, lead and adjust the strip on the shine, directly over the tip of pain, with a light rack. At the same time, smooth strip over with other hand. Serve the last 2 inches with no stretch. Rub the strip to activate adhesion. 3. Half Strip 1 (Purple): Tear and remove
the support paper 2 inches from one side to create a starter. With no stretch, adjust anchor on the outside of the leg, perpense on Full Strip 1 and just above the tip of pain. Hold the anchor with one hand. With a moderate piece, apply the middle of the strip over shiny. Serve the last 2 inches with no stretch. Rub the strip to activate
adhesion. 4. Half Strip 2 (Pink): Tear and remove the support paper 2 inches from end to create a starting anchor. With no stretch, adjust anchor on the outside of the leg, perpendient on Full Strip 1 and just below the tip of pain. Hold the anchor with one hand. With a moderate rack, apply the middle of the half strip over shiny. Serve the
last 2 inches with no stretch. Rub the strip to activate adhesion. You will need: 1 full strip, 2 half strips 1. Sitting in a chair with ankle crossed over knee, ankle and toes bended. 2. Full strip 1 (Blue): Tear and remove the support paper 2 inches from one side to create a starter. Apply the anchor with no stretch on the ball of the foot. Keep
anchor in place with one hand. With a moderate rack, apply strip along the feet to heel. With no stretch, adjust the remaining strip on the back of the heel. Rub the strip to activate adhesion. 3. Half Strip 1 (Purple): Tear and remove the support paper 2 inches from one side to create a starter. With the strip directed at the bottom of the foot,
adjust the anchor with no stretch at the outside of the foot, just before the heel. Keep anchor in place with one hand. With a moderate piece, fit strip over the feet inside of ankle, directly over point of pain and just in front of the bottom of the heel. Serve the last 2 inches with no stretch at the inside of the foot, above the inner ankle leg. Rub
the strip to activate adhesion. 4. Half Strip 2 (Pink): Tear and remove the support paper 2 inches from one side to create a starter. With strip aimed at the bottom of the foot, adjust the anchor with no stretch on the outside of the foot, before half strip 1. Keep anchor in place with one hand. With a moderate piece, fit the strip over the bottom
of the foot to the inside of the ankle, directly across the tip of pain and in front of half strip 1. Serve the last 2 inches with no stretch on top of the foot, just before half strip 1. Rub the strip to activate adhesion. (These 7 exercises can help alleviate your plantar fasciitis pain too) You will need: 1 full strip, 1 half strip 1. Full Strip 1 (Blue): Tear
and the support paper 2 inches from one side to create a starting anchor. Reach arm over the body. With no stretch, adjust the anchor just above the outer elbow, direct the strip to the outer forearm and wrist. Stretch the outer forearm by turning palm off and expanding wrist, fingers point to flooring. With a light rack, adjust the strip over
the boney point of the elbow and curve slightly to the back of the wrist. Serve the last 2 inches with no stretch. Rub the strip to activate adhesion. 2. Half Strip 1 (Purple): Tear and remove the support paper 2 inches from one side to create a startup anchor. Reach arm over the body. Apply the anchor with no stretch on the back of the
forearm just below the elbow, direct the strip to the front of the forearm. With a moderate piece, apply the strip over the area of discomfort. Serve the last 2 inches with no stretch. Rub the strip to activate adhesion. You will need: 1 full strip, 1 half strip 1. Full strip 1 (Blue): Tear and remove the support paper 2 inches from one side to create
a starting anchor. Keep arm straight forward in front of the body. With no stretch, adjust anchor on the back of the hand, direct the strip on forearm. Hold hand with palm mode and wrist forward bend forward, fingers shown on the floor. With a light rack, adjust the strip next to forearm, finishing in front of elbow joint. Serve the last 2 inches
with no stretch. Rub the strip to activate adhesion. 2. Half Strip 1 (Purple): Tear and remove the support paper 2 inches from one side to create a startup anchor. With no stretch, adjust the anchor to inch jointly on the side of the wrist. With a moderate stretch, adjust the middle of half strip 1 over the back of the wrist. Serve the last 2 inches
with no stretch on the opposite side of the wrist. Avoid overlapping of the strip ends to prevent compression. Rub the strip to activate adhesion. You will need: 2 full strips 1. Full strip 1 (Purple): Tear the support paper in the middle of the strip. Scroll the background to each side, leave 2 inches of support on each side of the strip. While
standing, hinge forward at the waist, to a slight stretch on low back. With one point in each hand, hold the strip horizontally, adjust a moderate piece, and sail the strip directly below the tip of pain. Serve the last 2 inches with no stretch. Rub the strip to activate adhesion. 2. Full strip 2 (Blue): Tear the support paper in the middle of the strip.
Scroll the background to each side, leave 2 inches of support on each side of the strip. While standing, hinge forward on waist, getting a slight stretch on the lower back. With one point in each hand, hold the strip parallel to Full Strip 1, adjust a light piece, and meet the strip directly above the tip of pain. Serve the last 2 inches with no
stretch. Rub the strip to activate adhesion. (Here's what to do if running gives your lower back pain.) You will need: 2 full strips 1. Sit on the floor with knee bent and foot rests flat on the floor in front of You. 2. Full strip 1 (Blue): Tear and remove the support paper 2 inches from one side to create a starter. With no stretch, adjust the anchor
just above single leg on one side of the calf, direct the strip to the knee. Straight knee and flex toes. With a light rack, adjust the strip on to the calf with one hand while smooth it with the other, stop 2 inches below the back of the knee. Serve the last 2 inches with no stretch. Rub the strip to activate adhesion. 3. Full Strip 2 (Press): Tear
and remove the support paper 2 inches from one side to create a starter. With no stretch, adjust the anchor just above the ankle leg on the opposite side of the calf, direct the strip to the knee. Straight knee and flex toes. With a light rack, adjust the strip on to the calf with one hand while smooth it with the other, stop 2 inches below the
back of the knee. Serve the last 2 inches with no stretch. Rub the strip to activate adhesion. adhesion.
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